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As for the visuals, they are non existent in the Dash 8. As such, this is a very sensory experience.
Considering the fact that the song titles tell you a lot about them though, and the tracks do try to
convey a story of some sort, I should be happy. Even so, like the music, its a little bit lacking, as I

had difficulty interpreting the lyrics. I suppose thats to be expected. The sky is the limit. Air, ground
and water are all fully modelled. You can drop in all manner of add-ons in FSX, including third-party

ones. In fact, the Q400 can be fly with all the add-ons that are available as well. Almost as far as you
can go in terms of realism. The models are all authentic, and the scenery is pretty good. The Majestic
Q400 includes a lot of flora, and many different types of buildings. There is also a lot of grass. There
is also a nice water which is available both in rivers and for lakes. However, there is no coastline yet,

but of course the terrain is not too high up-front to be breathtaking. The Dash 8 is one of the most
stable aircraft you can fly in flying weather conditions. And even on moderately loaded flights, the

Q400 flies quite comfortably. There is not much rudder trim needed in the Q400 either. All it does is
shift the sweet spot slightly to get more realistic reactions from the aircraft, and that is already good.

Thanks, there are no long tax-returns and multi-page documents. They have even included tips on
how to save money by improving flight times, using less fuel, and even simplifying taxes, and

recommended alternative civilian aircraft. There is even the option to print out chevron and rainbow
charts, and as bonus, we get a map of Santa Monica. The included maps are nice, and there are

other available as well. Flying the Dash is quite easy. Controls are straight forward. And there are
almost zero loading times. This really is the first FS product to fly without a loading screen. More on
that later. It reminds me of the old PS2 ones. But it flies quite nicely even on medium-load flights.

Stability is good. Over-the-normal handling is strong. I did get very close to a stall, but that didnt fly
up to the ground. In terms of aircraft dynamics, the Dash really performs like an airliner. It feels so
solid and stable. You can add the ASM, and the takeoff is as easy as pie. It is incredibly stable, and
you can easily fly it right around the airport. There are even some nice alerts if you get too close to

either end.
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As with the previous release of the Dash 8,
some of the new features of the new

Majestic UI can actually make it harder to fly.
These include the 2D panels, which make it
impossible to find the FSD indicators, the

voice-over for the Welcome Screen, and the
lack of color on the cockpit. In the initial
release of the Dash 8, all of these issues

were addressed. (Yes, I have 2D panels on
my Q400. I was able to make them work. So

Ive drawn some things out of the world of
the magnificent. But what does it feel like to

fly? Well for starters theres no real
sluggishness to the Dash even thought the
Pro edition is running in HD. You also have
the much cooler Super glide mode. To be

honest and without any promises, I believe
the Pro edition of the legendary masterpiece

should not only run just perfect, it should
also fly brilliantly. But alas, Im only the

writer here and can do only so much. For
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example the toolbox menu in P3D has less
functionality. In FSD there are less options
and functions just in general. I believe the

big issue for the Q400 in FSX and the airbus
model is the different engine controls. Even

though Im not done with everything the
Majestic Q400 flies in, Im sure theres more

to come. Especially the transition when
flying with the stick is always tough. But Im

already very proud of what I got so far. If you
love the Q400 and willing to give it a shot, I
give you many thumbs up. And I really cant
wait to fly more of the masterpiece. And as

to be pretty honest Ive always felt a bad
feeling with the cockpit, thats more or less
what Im going to say here. And it seems,

that the engine, the hub, the wings and the
tail are just a bit to far away from each
other. And for sure the logic of the flight

dynamics are not the same as the mighty
Boeing. But that doesnt mean that its

impossible and not worth trying at least. I
find this the hardest to learn when youre

used to the Boeing or Airbus. But its a very
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rewarding experience and just trying out on
average things in the toolbox, that really

boost your confidence of the Q400. And with
the amount of traffic we can already

encounter this days, plus those small things
we can do to make it more fun/realistic are

golden. What does that mean? Well, for
example, the empennage (I guess thats

what Majestic called the rear wing in FSX)
should have default risers that effect the

ailerons if theres no movement. Its not like
that for example with the A320. FSD fixed
this and Im totally fine with it. 5ec8ef588b
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